
C u t t i n g  S k i l l s



Cutting is more 
complex than it looks.

Cutting skills emerge when a child first learns to place his

fingers in the holes and open & close the scissors. 

Early cutting is actually called snipping. It is a process of

closing the scissors on the paper with no movement of the

paper.

The cutting process actually involves a number of skills 

including eye-hand coordination, use of both hands, shoulder

stability, hand control, dexterity, and ability to isolate fingers of

the hands.



The correct scissors
grasp.
The correct scissors grasp is with thumb and
middle finger through the loops. The index
finger should be placed on the underside of the
scissors as it assists in directing the cutting
movement whilst also providing support.
The thumb should be pointing to the ceiling.



Play activities to
Improve
Pre-scissors skills

tearing & scrunching paper
pinch and pull clay
use of tongs in play
wooden beads lacing or threading activities
finger rhymes (Incy Wincy Spider)
Playing lego toys or magnetic toys
Construction toys (use of pretend scews,
screwdriver)
use of water pistols or medicine dropper
playing in monkey bars and Pikler triangles



Sequence of Scissors
Skills

2

Children can snip 
with scissors

2.5
Most children can

cut across a 6-inch
piece of paper.

Children can cut on
a line that is

6 inches long.

3.5-4

Children can
cut a circle.

4.5-5

Children can
cut a square

Age in years

3-3.5



More complex cutting skills develop between 6 and 7
years of age. 

The child’s grasp on the scissors changes over time.
The thumb position in one hole remains consistent,
but the finger positions change according to the child’s
level of maturation and the type of scissors used.

 A mature grasp may not be achieved until after 6
years of age.

Sequence of Scissors
Skills



Tips for teaching
from home

D ISTANCE EDUCAT ION

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE

Scissors Activities

sitting with feet flat on the floor

using two hands when cutting

focusing and paying attention on the activity

Before cutting practice, please make sure that your little one is:

As your little one uses one hand to hold scissors, snipping
activities may be provided. You can ask him to snip on edge

of paper, or snip plastic straws into pieces.

 

To work on control, you can start by asking your little 
one to cut within wide, colored sections first. Then, gradually 

reduce the width that he has to snip.
 



Scissors Activities
Once your little one demonstrates 
snipping with control, you can ask him to
cut longer lines in a forward direction.

Once your little one mastered cutting straight lines,
you can give him curved shapes to cut.



Scissors Activities

Sample Activities

If he mastered cutting straight and curved lines, you
can progress to basic shapes like circle, then square.
This is a more difficult task since it requires control in
changing direction while cutting.


